Eliminate The Risk of Dark Data.
Gain Deeper Insight into Risk, Compliance
& Business Performance
With Adlib, addressing contractual and compliance risk is no longer a game of guesswork. Adlib’s
Contract Analytics software streamlines contract review, helping you rapidly pinpoint opportunity and
risk. Using powerful AI and our proven understanding of complex document types, our solution identifies
and extracts key contractual elements for you, with a high degree of accuracy too. You don’t need to
be a tech wizard to use our solution either. Our trainable AI models and Citizen Data Scientist approach
make it easy for anyone—even the least technically inclined—to use our platform. It’s simple: You access
the information, language, and clauses you need, when you need to, while decreasing the time and cost
of manual contract review. So you can respond to shifting regulations and get maximum ROI on your
agreements, minus the admin headaches.

Data Privacy

Find and remediate PII to comply with
GDPR, CCPA and other regulations

Risk

Contract
Anaytics

Identify and extract terms, dates, rates,
etc. to address LIBOR, Brexit and IFRS

Compliance

Discover, classify and extract data to
meet RRP, KYC and AML mandates

Operational Efficiency

Insights from data for supply-chain
optimization and regulatory reporting

Accelerate Time to Answers with Better Data
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DISCOVER

	Reviewing contracts is a time-consuming process.
Unless you can find and bring together all your
agreements, you can’t answer pertinent questions,
like: “Which contracts contain a negative covenant
clause?” or “Which contracts are impacted by
force majeure?” Contract documents are often
inconsistent in format, non-searchable, duplicated,
spread over a variety of sources, and buried amidst
non-related content. Adlib expedites this step in the
review process by automating the discovery and
upfront analysis of your content.

3 SEARCH & REVIEW

	Review of a single contract or group of contracts
can be cumbersome, even if you can segment and
identify key information in a collection of contracts.
Without the right software, contract review can be
extensive and inaccurate. With enriched contracts
and robust reports, you resolve the unknowns
and gain total visibility into your agreements. By
understanding contract analytics, document
types, clause presence, and attribute information,
Adlib automatically marks critical documents for
processing, fast-tracking the contract review process.
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ANALIZE & ENRICH

	Once discovery is complete, it’s time to identify
contract types, clauses, terms, and obligations to
understand the risk and opportunity they represent.
Without the right software, this is no easy feat. This is
especially true if you hold a large set of third-party
contracts that require more detailed analysis. This can
lead to heavy manual effort and delays answering
even the simplest questions, like: “Which of my
contracts are active?” Adlib enriches your contracts
and helps you resolve the unknowns, shortening the
time from contract review to intelligence.

4 DELIVER

	Contract Analytics is fundamental to understanding
risk and identifying opportunities. The data and
insights gathered can define the strategy that
impacts the success of the business. Without a
robust Contract Analytics software, consolidating
and sharing learnings would be complex and
painstaking, and much of the benefits from the effort
could be lost. With Adlib, valuable content can be
easily delivered and shared with the people and
processes who require it, in virtually any format.

Solution at a Glance
Compatible with 300+ file types, including
legacy & specialty formats

 llows you to quickly access & review contract
A
language + clauses

Leverages powerful AI + proven understanding
of complex contract types

 ecreases the time & cost of manual contract
D
review

Expedites contract discovery, review & analysis

 utomatically marks critical documents for
A
processing, fast-tracking contract review

Identifies & extracts key contractual elements
with a high degree of accuracy

 llows you to share content with the people and
A
processes who require it, in virtually any format

Take the Guesswork
Out of Contract Analysis
Want to maximize ROI and
respond to shifting regulations
with confidence?

CLICK
CLICKHERE
HERE
or call 1.866.991.1704 to schedule
an overview of Adlib’s
Contract Analytics solution.
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